
SAILOR

SINGLE
Technical Parameters

Model CC1027SCD0
1

CC1027SCD4
4 CC1027SCK62 CC1027SCK2

0

Dimensio
n and 
mass

Length×width×heig
th (mm) 5150×1670×1705 5190×1800×1735(1790)

Cargo-body Inner 
Dimensions (L × 
W × H)(mm)

2270×1470×440

Max. total mass 
(kg) 2020 2115 2310 2230

Load weight (kg) 480
Complete Vehicle 
Kerb Mass(kg) 1410 1505 1680 1600

Wheel base (mm) 3025

Power 
Systems

Engine 491QE GW4D28 GW2.8TC-2 491QE

Engine type

Four-stroke, in-
line, water-

cooling, four-
cylinder,multi-
point injection 
petrol motor

4-cylinder, in-
line, water-

cooling, diesel

4-cylinder, in-
line, water-

cooling, turbo-
charging,electri
c control direct 
injection diesel

Four-stroke, in-
line, water-

cooling, four-
cylinder,multi-
point injection 
petrol motor

Displacement(cc) 2237 2771 2771 2237
Rated 
power(kw/rpm) 78/4600 57/3600 70/3600 78/4600

Max. 
torque(N.m/rpm) 190/2400-2800 174/2000 225/1600-2600 190/2400-2800

Max. vehicle speed 
(km/h) 120 140 130

Transmission type mechanical, 5 forward gears

Chassis

Suspension
Front: Double cross-arms type, independent suspension with 

torsion bar springs
Rear:Variable-rate, unsymmetrical leaf spring suspension

type 4×2 4×4
Brake 
type(front/rear) Disc/drum

Tire P215/75R15 P235/70R16
Note:All information presented herein is based on the data available at the time of 
posting, which is subject to change as design improvements are made. Please confirm 
update of the data with a sales representative.

Equipments

Equipment Luxury



drive type 4*2/4*4

Engine
491QE Galosline
GW4D28 Diesel
GW2.8TC-2 Diesel

Function

Air Conditioner
Air conditioner only with warm blow
power window
power steering
Mechanical steering
Floor hand brake
Sensible loading proportional valve(SABS)
Inner antenna
Remote control central door lock
ordinary electric hooter
Low/high elec hooter

Interior

CD player with USB and MP3 interface
Radio with USB interface
Unadjustable turning column
adjustable turning column
ordinary inner mirror
Reverse radar
Door panel
fabric seats
leather seats
Safetybelt in front row
Safetybelt in rear row(Double cabin only)
Ordinary steering wheel
Leather steering wheel

Exterior

Ordinary electroplated rear-view mirror
Power electroplated rear-view mirror
Highly mounted brake lamp
Black doorknob
Front bumper
Rear bumper
Alum-alloy hubs
Steel hubs
Anti collision strip
New type wheel brow (front/rear)
Side step
tyre(2WD:P215/75R15   4WD:P235/70R16)
Spray cargo bed liner
Shaped Cargo bed liner(Standard double cabin only)

" "means the part is fitted;" "means the fitment is unavailable " "means optional euipment

All information presented herein is based on the data available at the time of posting, 



which is subject to change as Great Wall Motor is constantly improving the design, 
paint and equipment on its models. Please insure that the information you rely on is 
update.

STANDARD DOUBLE
Technical Parameters

Model CC1027SS
D00

CC1027SSD
41

CC1037SSK
20

CC1037SSK
61

CC1027SSD4
4

Dimensi
on and 
mass

Type 4×2 4×4 4×2
Length×width×h
eigth (mm) 5160×1690×1720 5180×1800×1790 5135×1690×1

705
Cargo-body 
Inner 
Dimensions (L 
× W × H)(mm)

1480×1470×440

Max. total mass 
(kg) 2325 2375 2505 2615 2355

Load weight (kg) 480 500
Complete 
Vehicle Kerb 
Mass(kg)

1520 1570 1700 1810 1530

Wheel base 
(mm) 3025



Power 
Systems

Engine 491QE GW2.8TC-2 491QE GW2.8TC-2 GW4D28

Engine type

Four-stroke, 
in-line, 
water-

cooling, 
four-

cylinder,mult
i-point 

injection 
petrol motor

4-cylinder, 
in-line, 
water-

cooling, 
turbo-

charging 
electric 
control 
direct 

injection 
turbo 

-charge 
diesel

Four-stroke, 
in-line, 
water-

cooling, 
four-

cylinder,mult
i-point 

injection 
petrol motor

4-cylinder, 
in-line, 
water-

cooling, 
turbo-

charging 
electric 

control direct 
injection 

turbo -charge 
diesel

4-cylinder, in-
line, water-

cooling, diesel

Displacement(cc
) 2237 2771 2237 2771 2771

Rated power(kw/
rpm) 78/4600 70/3600 78/4600 70/3600 57/3600

Max. 
torque(N.m/rpm)

190/2400-28
00

225/1600-2
600

190/2400-28
00

225/1600-26
00 174/2000

Max. vehicle 
speed (km/h) 130 140 130 140 120

Transmission 
type mechanical, 5 forward gears

Chassis

Suspension
Front: Double cross-arms type, independent suspension with 

torsion bar springs
Rear: Variable-rate, unsymmetrical leaf spring suspension

Brake 
type(front/rear) Disc/drum

Tire P215/75R15 P235/70R16 P215/75R15
Note:All information presented herein is based on the data available at the time of 
posting, which is subject to change as design improvements are made. Please confirm 
update of the data with a sales representative.

Equipments

Equipment Luxury
drive type 4*2

Engine
491QE Galosline
GW4D28 Diesel
GW2.8TC-2 Diesel



Function

Air Conditioner
Air conditioner only with warm blow
power window
power steering
Mechanical steering
Floor hand brake
Sensible loading proportional valve(SABS)
Inner antenna
Remote control central door lock
ordinary electric hooter
Low/high elec hooter

Interior

CD player with USB and MP3 interface
Radio with USB interface
Unadjustable turning column
adjustable turning column
ordinary inner mirror
Reverse radar
Door panel
fabric seats
leather seats
Safetybelt in front row
Safetybelt in rear row(Double cabin only)
Ordinary steering wheel
Leather steering wheel

Exterior

Ordinary electroplated rear-view mirror
Power electroplated rear-view mirror
Highly mounted brake lamp
Black doorknob
Front bumper
Rear bumper
Alum-alloy hubs
Steel hubs
Anti collision strip
New type wheel brow (front/rear)
Side step
tyre(2WD:P215/75R15   4WD:P235/70R16)
Spray cargo bed liner
Shaped Cargo bed liner(Standard double cabin only)

" "means the part is fitted;" "means the fitment is unavailable " "means optional euipment

All information presented herein is based on the data available at the time of posting, 
which is subject to change as Great Wall Motor is constantly improving the design, 
paint and equipment on its models. Please insure that the information you rely on is 
update.



Extra-long Double

Technical Parameters

Model CC1027SAD41 CC1027SAD00

Dimension 
and mass

Length×width×heigth 
(mm) 5515×1690×1720

Cargo-body Inner 
Dimensions (L × W × H)
(mm)

1835×1470×440

Max. total mass (kg) 2445 2385
Load weight (kg) 480

Complete Vehicle Kerb 
Mass(kg) 1640 1580

Min. ground clearance 
(mm) 195

Wheel base (mm) 3380

Power 
Systems

Engine GW2.8TC-2 
(EuroIII+OBD) GW491QE

Engine type

4-cylinder, in-line, water-
cooling, turbo-

charging,electric control 
direct injection diesel

Four-stroke, in-line, 
water-cooling, four-
cylinder,multi-point 

injection petrol motor
Displacement(cc) 2771 2237
Rated power(kw/rpm) 70/3600 78/4600
Max. torque(N.m/rpm) 225/1600-2600 190/2400-2800
Max. vehicle speed (km/h) ≥140 ≥130
Transmission type mechanical, 5 forward gears

Chassis

Suspension

Front: Double cross-arms type, independent 
suspension with torsion bar springs

Rear:Variable-rate, unsymmetrical leaf spring 
suspension

type 4×2 4×2
Brake type(front/rear) Disc/drum
Min. turning diameter (m) 14

Tire P215/75R15
Note:All information presented herein is based on the data available at the time of 
posting, which is subject to change as design improvements are made. Please confirm 
update of the data with a sales representative.

Equipments

Equipment Luxury
drive type 4*2/4*4



Engine
491QE Galosline
GW4D28 Diesel
GW2.8TC-2 Diesel

Function

Air Conditioner
Air conditioner only with warm blow
power window
power steering
Mechanical steering
Floor hand brake
Sensible loading proportional valve(SABS)
Inner antenna
Remote control central door lock
ordinary electric hooter
Low/high elec hooter

Interior

CD player with USB and MP3 interface
Radio with USB interface
Unadjustable turning column
adjustable turning column
ordinary inner mirror
Reverse radar
Door panel
fabric seats
leather seats
Safetybelt in front row
Safetybelt in rear row(Double cabin only)
Ordinary steering wheel
Leather steering wheel

Exterior

Ordinary electroplated rear-view mirror
Power electroplated rear-view mirror
Highly mounted brake lamp
Black doorknob
Front bumper
Rear bumper
Alum-alloy hubs
Steel hubs
Anti collision strip
New type wheel brow (front/rear)
Side step
tyre(2WD:P215/75R15   4WD:P235/70R16)
Spray cargo bed liner
Shaped Cargo bed liner(Standard double cabin only)

" "means the part is fitted;" "means the fitment is unavailable " "means optional euipment

All information presented herein is based on the data available at the time of posting, 
which is subject to change as Great Wall Motor is constantly improving the design, 



paint and equipment on its models. Please insure that the information you rely on is 
update.


